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Carolyn Keene is a writer pen name that was used by many different people- both men and women- over the years. The
company that was the creator of the Nancy Drew series, the Stratemeyer Syndicate, hired a variety of writers. For Nancy
Drew, the writers used the pseudonym Carolyn Keene to assure.

When on vacation, the girls stay at the home of their guardians, their uncle, Captain Ned Dana, master of the
S. Balaska, and his spinster sister, Harriet Dana. The household also includes a bungling maid, Cora Appel,
often teasingly referred to as "Applecore" by Jean and Louise. At school, the Dana girls are firmly under the
control of the headmistress, Mrs. Crandall often volunteers herself or her husband to assist with investigations,
either by driving them, chaperoning them, or at times, actively engaging in activity such as spying from
horseback. Her husband, the bookish Professor Crandall, is usually occupied in his study and generally takes
no interest in administrative affairs. It is rumored that the professor is engaged in writing a monumental
English-language history of Ancient Greece and he is usually left alone by the student body, but the Dana girls
discover he can be a useful source of obscure facts relating to the clues in a mystery. He generally takes a less
active role in sleuthing than his wife, acting as a driver, escort, or researching a clue academically. Lettie
becomes angry in the first volume upon not receiving the room assignment of her choice in favor of the Danas,
and serves as a rival unsuccessfully and prankster. Most of her pranks are to discredit the Danas scholastically,
athletically, morally, or slander their detective skill. Incredibly, based upon their academic performance and
favored status, Mrs. Crandall remains neutral, or at times, becomes angry with the Danas, and requires the
sisters to make an explanation. In most circumstances, she is immediately satisfied with her investigation. This
usually serves to delay Dana sleuthing, or to provide sub-plots with schoolgirl pranks in retaliation, on Lettie.
Lettie, on the other hand, despite her disruptive, dishonest, and at times, actual criminal behavior, rarely
receives due punishment. Every girl will love these fascinating stories which tell how the Dana girls, like
Nancy Drew herself, meet and match the challenge of each strange new mystery. The first four titles were
written by Leslie McFarlane , who also wrote 19 of the first 25 volumes in the Hardy Boys series. McFarlane,
however, disliked the job intensely, [2] only writing the fourth volume after requesting and receiving a higher
fee than usual. Benson also did not particularly enjoy writing the series, stating at one point that "I never felt
the same kinship with the Danas that I did with Nancy. Adams wrote all subsequent volumes in the series,
although at least one other title, The Strange Identities, was written by Grace Grote but never published. The
Dana Girls Mystery Stories began publication in and were discontinued in The series went back in print in ,
although new titles were not published until Although the art on many of these early volumes is less detailed
than that of Nancy Drew and other Stratemeyer publications, the sisters are usually shown in a far more active
role, rather than hiding and spying on the action. In , the books were changed to picture cover format, but with
the same artwork. In Germany, they are Barbie and Susan. Critical assessment[ edit ] Unlike Nancy Drew , the
Dana Girls have garnered little critical attention. Some find the series simply uninteresting and argue that the
Dana Girls series was not as successful as Nancy Drew at least in part because early series authors Leslie
McFarlane and Mildred Benson were uninterested in their creations.
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The Secret of the Silver Dolphin (Dana Girls Mystery Series, 3) [Carolyn Keene] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Two girls' search for a silver dolphin mentioned in a will is hindered by a hostile fortune-teller and an
elusive thief.

Leslie McFarlane author of the early Hardy Boys books authored volumes Mildred Wirt Benson author of the
early Nancy Drew books wrote volumes and The remaining volumes, including the new ones in the revised
editions, were authored by Harriet S. Adams who is believed to have created the series and written the original
plot outlines. Brunette Louise Dana, 17, and her blond sister Jean, 16, are orphans who reside in the pleasant
town of Oak Falls with their uncle, Captain Ned Dana, his spinster sister, Harriet Dana and his clumsy
housekeeper, Cora Appel. Both the Girls are sophomores at the exclusive Starhurst private girls school in the
nearby village of Penfield, where they seem to be unable to restrain themselves from excelling at everything.
Not unnaturally, this attracts attracts some ill feelings, particularly from the unpopular Lettie Briggs and her
sycophantic crony, Ina Mason, who dog them throughout virtually every story. When not busy being excused
from classes to go solve their little mysteries by stern headmistress Mrs. Crandall, the Girls find the time for
an occasional platonic date with Ken Scott and Chris Barton, a couple of interchangable nonentities from the
nearby Walton Academy. The girls plan to place it in their study room at Starhurst when they return for their
sophomore year. But before the girls leave, the lamp is stolen! After the sisters return to Starhurst, they
discover the lamp in a secondhand shop and buy it back. The Danas are overjoyed when they discover that
their friend Evelyn Starr has returned to Starhurst. The Danas search for clues and discover her car abandoned
on a nearby road. The key is still in the ignition, and there are signs of a struggle. Miss Tisdale has been
abducted! Jean and Louise learn that Miss Tisdale has been supporting her widowed twin sister, who has been
disowned by their parents ever since she married. The Dana girls are puzzled at this strange turn of events. The
mystery deepens when Miss Melbourne learns the name of the man who sent Josy the thousand dollar bill,
Joseph Sykes, and collapses, insisting that Josy be found immediately. While the girls are touring the property,
they discover a hidden stash of objects in the barn which appear to be linked to Ed Carillo, a man wanted for
swindling a real estate agent. Louise and Jean spend the night in the barn, hoping to discover who left the
items in the barn. During their vigil, an injured man stumbles into the barn. The girls go to the main house for
help and discover that Edith has disappeared and the house has been ransacked! What could have happened?
The girls work diligently on their complicated mystery, hoping to find Carillo, help the injured man, restore
the stolen property to the rightful owners, and spare Mrs. Carillo the hurtful truth about her son. Louise clears
herself, only to find that Norton continues to stalk her every move. After Louise is attacked by Norton, she is
lost in the woods and spends the night with a strange hermit. Nina was never proved guilty of her crime, so
Louise wants to help her. The girls discover that the old hermit may know where Nina is hiding. Meanwhile,
Harold Norton relentlessly hunts for Nina, endangering both Louise and the old hermit. The Danas interrupt a
burglary at the Doke home and discover that the would-be thief was attempting to steal a box full of money.
Doke fears greatly that the money was stolen by her husband, and the Danas assume responsibility for the
money until Mrs. Doke can decide what to do with the money. The thief learns from Lettie Briggs that the
girls live at the Starhurst school, and the girls are forced to move the money several times in order to prevent a
theft. Doke dies of his injuries, and Mrs. Doke requests that the girls help her discover the rightful owners of
the money so that she can right the wrongs of her husband. The Danas face many harrowing adventures as
they search for the owners and narrowly escape being poisoned by an insane woman. Five girls, including
Louise and Jean Dana, earn the privilege of accompanying Mrs. Crandall to the proposed site on a weekend
outing. Crandall has promised her parents to look after Lettie while they are away. The trip proves to be
exciting, because the house located on the proposed camp property appears to be haunted. At any rate,
someone else is staying in the house inside the locked attic room and only comes out at night when the
Starhurst group is asleep. With difficulty, the girls convince Mrs. Crandall to extend their stay so that the
mystery can be solved. If the girls can prove that the proposed camp property is not dangerous, Mrs. Crandall
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will purchase the property for the school The Danas trace Miss Blore to her current residence, but she refuses
to see them. The Danas try once again to see Miss Blore but find her home empty except for the landlord, who
is locked in a closet. Wharton, has suffered a heart attack, so Louise and Jean help him get the house rented by
showing it to prospective tenants. While in the house, Louise falls strangely unconscious and remains asleep
for 12 hours. Later, the same fate befalls Mr. Wharton and one of the new tenants. Louise begins researching
herbs, thinking that a poisonous herb may be the culprit for the sleeping illness. The girls divide their time
between searching for the mysterious herb and searching for Miss Blore, who has left the state. The girls must
travel to a distant ranch and back home again before they can solve the mystery. Zerbe, who used to work for
Mr. Zerbe is devastated that she lost her job at Mr. During her conversation with the Danas, Mrs. Zerbe
mentions a secret which she has kept for Mr. The girls are intrigued but refrain from prying into Mrs. Later,
they are to recall the conversation when Mr. Warrington tries to discover whether Mrs. Zerbe revealed any
personal information to them. The mystery deepens when Mrs. Zerbe dies of a heart attack, Mr. The girls are
left with a complex mystery to solve which has an astonishing solution. Fairweather disappears before his
arrival at Highfort, further complicating the situation. The Danas feel loyal to Mr. Fairweather, but he cannot
defend his claim to the property. The Danas must solve the mystery but are at a loss to know how to begin.
Later, when Pritz confronts the girls and orders them to turn over the papers, the girls refuse, earning
themselves a new enemy. Jean and Louise learn that Gormly is a swindler, cheating many people, including
their classmate Lettie Briggs, who refuses to believe that Gormly is dishonest. Jean and Louise can do little to
help Lettie since she refuses to talk to the Danas, but the girls befriend several other victims as they search for
clues. The girls face many difficulties before they finally bring Dr. The girls and Miss Warren stay with her
aunt and uncle, the Pattons, while they work on the mystery. The Pattons fear that Henley has drowned, since
his boat has washed up on shore. The Danas find few clues but wonder if the strange hermit, Ham Gert knows
anything about Henley. Gert refuses to talk except to warn the girls away from the cliff and the beach. The
girls become suspicious of Gert and wonder about the strange cries they hear coming from the top of the cliff.
When the girls investigate, the cliff is deserted. How the Danas discover what happened to Richard Henley
and help the government will thrill the reader from start to finish. Did Arlene run away out of fear caused by
the prediction, or is something far more sinister at play? Sherwood soon receives a message from her husband,
requesting that she place certain important drawings in an old well. The drawings are very valuable to Mr. The
girls deduce the location of the well and plan to substitute fake papers. Their plans fail, leaving the girls in a
dangerous position as they continue their search for their missing friend and her father. The girls stumble upon
a mystery when the bell inside the Webster College chapel rings mysteriously at night. They visit the chapel,
only to be warned away by gossipy Miss Weatherspoon. Miss Weatherspoon claims that the bell tower is
haunted by the ghost of a young child who died of starvation while locked inside the bell tower. She also hints
that the ivy covering the church hides a great secret. The girls are intrigued, especially after they learn from
Mr. Humfrey that the chapel reputedly holds a clue to a hidden treasure intended for the perpetual upkeep of
the chapel. Louise and Jean feel certain that the recent mysterious events mean that someone is searching for
the treasure and resolve to find it before that person is successful. The new French girl is reclusive and
reluctant to join the new archery team, even though she is an expert archer. The mystery surrounding Fleurette
deepens when Fleurette briefly disappears, and her room is ransacked. Fleurette becomes flustered whenever
these incidents are discussed, drawing suspicion to her. Although Jean and Louise believe that Fleurette may
know something, they feel that the girl is honest. Fleurette refuses to talk, and the Danas hope that they can
solve the mystery before something terrible happens to Fleurette.
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The Secret of the Silver Dolphin by Carolyn Keene, , Grosset & Dunlap edition, Hardcover in English - [2nd edition].
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The secret of the silver dolphin (Dana girls mystery series) [Carolyn Keene] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Two girls' search for a silver dolphin mentioned in a will is hindered by a hostile fortune-teller and an
elusive thief.

Chapter 5 : The Secret of the Silver Dolphin by Carolyn Keene
Get this from a library! The secret of the silver dolphin.. [Carolyn Keene] -- Two girls' search for a silver dolphin
mentioned in a will is hindered by a hostile fortune-teller and an elusive thief.

Chapter 6 : The Secret of the Silver Dolphin (Dana Girls Mystery Stories, book 27) by Unknown
The Secret of the Silver Dolphin (Dana Girls Mystery Stories, book 27) by Unknown - book cover, description,
publication history.

Chapter 7 : DANA GIRLS Mystery #3 SECRET OF THE SILVER DOLPHIN Carolyn Keene | Other | Ottawa
The Secret of the Silver Dolphin. Probable first printing. This is the twenty-seventh book in the Dana Girls series. The
series was started in
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See more Secret of The Silver Dolphin (dana Girls Myste Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.

Chapter 9 : Silver Dolphin Booksâ€“ | Celebrate S.T.E.M. Day with These Fun Educational Series!
Back cover lists Dana Girls Books, ending with #27 The Secret Of The Silver Dolphin. This story is about two girls'
search for a silver dolphin, that was mentioned in a will. Their search is hindered by a hostile fortune-teller and an
elusive thief.
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